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About the Authors 

Tracy and David have two children and have spent the last 29 
years experiencing life together, growing together, overcoming 
obstacles and in the process, have fallen more deeply in love 
with each passing year.  

Tracy is a licensed mental health counselor in private practice.  
She has worked in the field for 30 years, currently specializing in 
couples and families.  David has walked with Tracy through the 
entirety of her career, sharing insight, wisdom, care and concern 
for the current and next generation.  Together, the two have 
learned to navigate all sorts of day-to-day challenges.  Two are 
better than one when it comes to growing a healthy marriage and 
family. 

Aromatherapy and strategies that engage our senses are very 
useful in shifting our emotions and impacting relationships.  In 
2015, David and Tracy joined Young Living Essential Oils.  Tracy 
has participated in extensive educational experiences to learn 
about the benefits that aroma offers across all life domains.  She 
is the Team Leader of Essential Oils Cape Cod. 

Tracy offers the benefit of knowledge gained from the following 
educational experiences. Find out more at 
www.tracylamperti.com. 

• Certification in Healthy Sexuality, from The American 
Association of Christian Counselors 

• Certification in Marriage Mentoring, from The American 
Association of Christian Counselors 

• Board Certified Expert in Traumatic Stress 
• Certified Rape Crisis Counselor  
• 30 Hours training with the leader of Sexual and Marital 

Therapy, David Schnarch, Ph.D.  
• 15 Hours training with Harville Hendrix, Ph.D. 
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Introduction 

Intimacy is an essential part of a strong marriage.  Emotional 
intimacy and physical intimacy are tightly woven together and 
impact how we interact in public and in private, in the living 
room and in the bedroom.  Over the years, couples tend to take 
each other for granted.  The newness and excitement of time 
spent together fades to a daily routine of making another dinner, 
helping with homework and never-ending rides to and from the 
kids’ activities.  As couples go through the years together, couples 
sometimes accept the idea that this just happens over time. 

Many circumstances can present for husband and wife to 
become frustrated or upset with one another and this can result 
in a couple slipping into more of a "friendly" relationship than a 
passionate husband and wife relationship.  Differences in how 
interested each person feels about lovemaking, differences in 
libido and arousal can easily erupt in marital conflict and put 
further distance between the couple.  When there is love and 
care for one another, couples can navigate these challenges and 
grow closer with each passing year. 

Resist the temptation to skip to the section on essential oils. 
Whether it is a quest for a slimmer body, happier mood, calmer 
feeling, lowered cholesterol, or increased energy in bed, we are 
living in a pill-fix society, set on immediate results with little or 
no effort.  Some solutions in life are simple, many are not. 

First, this guide is not meant to address sexual dysfunction.  
Second, essential oils are not drugs.  Third, if you want to have a 
marriage that is sexually satisfying, you will have to settle on the 
fact that you will have to do some things to create that.  
Aromatherapy and essential oils can be a powerful compliment 
to your other efforts. 

Physical sensations that rock your world happen between two 
adults when they have worked for total and complete trust with 
one another. 
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Body and Emotional Factors  

Arousal Process and Depth 
  
Arousal can be stimulated in the mind and body through our 
senses and brain.  The most direct stimuli are touch, sight and 
scent.  Music, stories and movies can also bring about the 
arousal response. 
 Touch – Touching and being touched, different textures 
and pressures. 
 Sight – Viewing your spouse as well as images from still 
photography, illustrations or from movies or live shows. 
 Scent – The natural pheromones that our body emits, 
flowers, candles and essential oils. 
 Depth – Is created by experiencing plateaus of arousal; 
over time the sensations you are experiencing lead you to 
become closer and more emotionally connected.  Much of the 
enjoyment of love making is the process of getting to the finish 
line, not just crossing it. 

Erogenous Zones 
  
Erogenous zones are located all over the body.  An erogenous 
zone is a place on your body that when stimulated in a particular 
way (specific to the individual person), provides pleasurable 
sensations.  When the erogenous zone is stimulated, it causes 
increased blood flow to the area; when this is paired with being 
together with the right person, in the right environment, at the 
right time, it often supports sexual arousal.  Not every person 
responds to every erogenous zone, but with so many choices, 
you and your spouse have a lot of opportunity to experiment! 

People experience touch in the erogenous zones differently.  A 
feather may be pure bliss for one woman and unpleasant for her 
husband.  A kiss on the nape of the neck may create a lovely 
tingling sensation for one person and be unbearably ticklish for 
another.  This is why couples must talk to each other. 
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Erogenous zones can behave differently when the woman is in 
different hormonal stages or stages of arousal.  For example, in 
one phase of a woman's monthly cycle, she may experience very 
sensitive feelings in erogenous zones, while two weeks later she 
may have a dulling and not experience much sensation at all.  
Prior to climax one may have very strong sensations in the 
erogenous zones, while after climax that person may not enjoy 
touch as much or at all.  For example, lying together in an 
embrace may be pleasant but rubbing her back may not.  Some 
men will say, "Women are a mystery."  They are probably right!   

Once again, communication is very important.  If a man is not 
sufficiently aroused, it is quite clear.  If a woman is not 
sufficiently aroused, the man won't know unless: 1. He asks and 
she tells him, 2. She just tells him, or 3. There is enough light and 
he is aware of how her genitals and breasts look when she is 
aroused. 

1. Back of the neck – particularly when touched gently by 
lips or even just a warm breath. 

2. Inner arms - lightly brushing with fingertip, some like a 
more firm brushing. 

3. Sides of the torso - lightly brushing with fingertip, or more 
firm. 

4. Small of the back - kissing, warm breath, rubbing with 
oil. 

5. Hair - lightly tugging on small sections or simply 
combing or running your fingers through. 

6. Scalp - light or firm pressure, combing. 
7. Ears - kissing, warm breath. 
8. Lips - kissing, lightly running your finger around the outer 

part of the lip. 
9. Inner thighs - light or firm touch. 
10. Feet - firm rubbing, rubbing with oil. 
11. Buttock - particularly the underside, where your thigh 

meets your buttock. 
12. Breast - particularly the underside, where your ribcage 

meets your breast and the outer sides. 
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13. Space between navel and pubic bone - a warm palm 
placed gently on this area can kindle a deep feeling of 
trust and comfort. 

14. On a much more intimate level, the lower abdomen, 
breasts, nipples and the male and female genital areas. If 
the woman or man is not sufficiently aroused, beginning 
to stimulate these areas too soon may be 
counterproductive. 

Time, Speed and Pressure 

Every touch involves time, speed and pressure.  Communicate 
with each other often about how you like your touch.  The better 
you are able to communicate with each other the more satisfying 
the experience will be.  It will take trust to communicate in this 
way and it will build trust to communicate in this way. 

Trust  
  
We are allowing ourselves to be vulnerable when we share in 
this way.  Exposing skin is an act of vulnerability. Lying still in a 
relaxed state, unclothed or partly unclothed requires trust.  
Sharing personal desires, likes and dislikes exposes us to the 
possibility of critique or judgment.  As you begin to let your body 
and your voice move with the comfort of the pleasure, it is like 
your spouse is holding your soul in the palm of their hand.  If we  
were to be presented with a delicious dessert, most of us could 
easily say, "This tastes so good!"  But when it comes to marital 
intimacy, it can be a vulnerable feeling to say, "This feels so 
good!" maybe coming from a message received earlier in life of it 
being taboo to have sexual pleasure. 

This includes feeling "safe" enough to express a discomfort 
without the concern of it leading to negative emotions.  When 
you offer each other the gift of this trust, by showing them over 
and over again that you are not going to take them for granted or 
make them feel small and insignificant, it allows each of you to 
be very open to the full experience of pleasure.   
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To take each other for granted is to send the message that the 
other person is not that important or not that valuable.  When 
your spouse tells you for the tenth time that they do not like 
being touched that way, and you fail to acknowledge it, or do 
like being touched here or there and you respond by complying 
with the request, it sends a message and impacts the depth of the 
relationship. By not communicating or by taking feedback that 
you are being given as a personal offense, it is like you are saying 
your needs are more important. In order to receive the full 
benefits of this experience, both individuals need to move 
forward as if the other person has been entrusted to their tender 
care. If outside of the bedroom these dynamics are occurring (not 
feeling valued or important, not being listened to, not 
responding) you can see how it can play out in the bedroom.    
  

Accelerators 

1. Soft lighting - Candles, lighted essential oil diffusers, 
salt lamps, low wattage lighting.  

2. Candlelight - A candle flicker can provide a romantic 
atmosphere. 

3. Feather - an ostrich feather is an excellent choice for 
feather touch. 

4. Blindfold - can add some excitement and 
anticipation. When we are very intentional about our 
touch and our movement, the other person can often 
"feel" where the energy is the strongest and 
sometimes anticipate where the touch will land, 
sometimes causing the skin and muscle receptors to 
have increased blood flow in anticipation of the 
desired touch.  Beware that men are very visual and if 
you find their arousal is lessening when they are 
blindfolded, you may need to let them see more of 
what is happening.  

5. Music - tailored to your preference and the mood you 
seek to create.  Change it up on occasion to keep 
things fresh and create a different mood.   

6. Soft blankets and essential oil spritzed towels. 
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7. Warmth - it is better to not make your body work to 
stay warm, but instead be warm and relaxed, ready to 
receive every good touch. 

8. Oil - there is a time for light feathery touch and a time 
for sliding skin on skin. 

9. Lingerie - something the woman is comfortable in 
and builds confidence rather than fostering feelings of 
inadequacy. 

10. Undergarments for him - chosen to both of your 
liking.  We cannot underestimate the arousal process 
that happens beneath clothing. 

11. A shower or bath beforehand - together is nice. 
12. Scent of essential oils. 
13. Day to day care for one another’s basic emotional 

and living needs. 
14. Being the type of man who always has a fresh tissue 

available in the event of his woman having a tear that 
needs wiping, and the type of a woman who always 
has a mint available. 

15. Greeting the one arriving home last with a kiss and a 
hug and a smile. 

There are so many romantic acts that we could not 
possibly list them all here, but know that they all add to the spark 
between you. 

Decelerators 

There are some very significant inhibitors to the arousal process.  
If they are present in your marriage, you will want to work 
diligently to recognize and eradicate them if you truly want your 
best marriage. 

1.  Anger - if he is chronically irritable, disgruntled or angry, 
or usually mild mannered but occasionally flies off the 
radar and if she is chronically irritated and angry with 
grievances about what he does or doesn't do, this will be 
something you will both want to address. 

2. Not taking the time to properly unwind and relax.  
Constantly being overextended. 
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3. Always putting the children, the extended family, the job 
and friends first and being too exhausted for intimacy.   

4. Letting the children, or the cat and dog, stay in your bed 
for too many years. 

5. Wanting to discuss things like work, conflicts and daily 
routines during the time for intimacy. 

6. Lack of experience – a fun problem to fix, though be 
careful about seeking out learning resources that will not 
support a loving, caring, mutually respectful marriage.  It 
is unfortunate to have to sort through a great deal of 
inappropriate material to find something useful and in 
line with your beliefs. 

7. Bodies that have been let go. 
8. Forgetting about romance and thinking of sex as a chore. 
9. Not paying enough attention to grooming; trimmed nails, 

rough skin, fresh breath, nicely scented aromas. 
10. Worries about being interrupted – With young children, a 

lock on the door, motion sensor on the child’s door, bell 
tied to their door, chair against your door.  Something to 
help you both be more at ease, but also, to protect the 
children from seeing things that they won’t understand 
and you might not be ready to explain. 

11. Health factors. 
12. Choosing an indulgent romantic dinner which leads to 

feeling bloated or overstuffed. 
13. Past trauma – Sadly, 1 in 5 boys and girls experience 

sexual abuse.  Where there is not abuse, it is not 
uncommon for there to have been difficult experiences.  
Many troubling connections are made between the brain 
and the arousal process when people experience 
upsetting sexual experiences. 

14. Past choices that one is regretful of – We can hold on to 
these for a very long time, sometimes not realizing they 
have impacted us, or not knowing how to make amends 
and experience forgiveness. 

15. Invasive factors, such as;  
a. Pornography – will give you unrealistic views of 

what to expect, ideas about trying things that do 
not fall into the realm of healthy sexual 
expression and that your spouse may not desire. 
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b. Drugs/alcohol – While a glass of wine or the 
equivalent may assist with feeling more relaxed, 2 
or 3 are going to make you sloppy physically and 
less aware of the cues and responses of your 
spouse.   

c. Social media devices – not wanting to miss 
anything in your social media world is a very real 
concern in this era. If you are using your device 
for music at your bedside and find yourself being 
drawn in for just a quick check, know that this 
will impact the special and intimate time. 

16. Infidelity – calling infidelity a “decelerator” is a gross 
understatement.  It is the ultimate breech in a marriage 
and requires a great deal of humility and professional 
support to work through.   
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Bonus Section on Essential Oil 

Essential Oils 

Essential Oils can serve as emotional and physical accelerators.  
They can support feelings of relaxation, increased blood flow, 
depth of emotion and arousal and foster a greater bonding 
experience.  There are many essential oil choices and with a 
simple guide and a bit of exploration, the couple can discover 
their preferences.  As one experiences essential oils their 
receptors begin to recognize and enjoy a wider variety of scents.  
People typically begin to enjoy oils that they may not have been 
fond of at first, and they may enjoy more fully the oils that they 
liked to begin with. Our brain is shifting from manufactured 
chemical scents to all natural when we start using essential oils. 

Quality 

Quality must be taken very seriously when using essential oils 
aromatically, topically or internally.  The best way to evaluate the 
quality of oils you are considering purchasing, since there is no 
formal regulation, is to explore the statements made by the 
company.  Does the company have a website or helpline where 
you can get information?  Does the company outline how their 
oils go from the seed to a liquid in a bottle in your hand?  Can 
you visit their facilities and see the process?  Can you step on to 
their farms and have a look around?  Can the company identify 
the farm that the oil came from?  Can they explain the process 
they use to distill the oil?  Do they have third party testing? 

Many do not ask about this process and when they receive less 
than useful results from local or online sellers they believe that 
essential oils “don’t work.”  If Ylang Ylang essential oil is 
suggested to you for supporting the arousal process and you drive 
down to the local health food store or order from Amazon, you 
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may open the bottle and smell the oil, thinking to yourself, “I 
guess it’s ok.  I’ll give it a try.”  You may feel there have been 
some positive results and may or may not continue to use it.  
Alternatively, a world class brand of oil may be offered to you to 
sample and your experience may be much different, not unlike if 
you were given orange juice from concentrate for your first OJ 
experience, vs. being a visitor on an orange grove and handed a 
glass of fresh squeezed orange juice.  You would never want to 
accept anything less in this case. 

If a quality oil seems unpleasant at first, try diluting it with a 
carrier oil such as coconut or enjoying by simply diffusing at first, 
rather than applying. Some of the oils listed here are Generally 
Regarded as Safe (GRAS) for ingesting.  No recommendations 
have been provided here for ingesting essential oils, as this 
writing is an introduction to sensual essential oils.  Inquire with 
your health care provider or holistic healthcare adviser for 
suggestions about ingesting essential oils.   

Safety  

Consult the label of the oil from a company that you can trust.  
Know that some oils are “hot” oils.  Hot oils are oils that cause a 
hot or warming sensation, or icy hot when applied to the skin.  
Examples of hot oils include Cinnamon, Clove, Lemongrass, 
Oregano and Thyme.  Peppermint has a cooling sensation that 
can be intense as well.  It is always best to perform a patch test, 
applying 1-2 drops to a patch of skin such as the forearm.  
Observe that area over the next 1-2 hours for any noticeable 
reaction, although most reactions will occur within 5-10 
minutes.  If you experience discomfort, apply a carrier oil over 
the essential oil, such as coconut, olive or grape seed oil. Be 
aware that you should avoid contact in sensitive areas such as 
genitals, mucous membranes, inner ears and eyes.  Essential oils 
diluted in a coconut oil or whip, or a balm can be used around 
the genitals with care and attention to how it feels and how 
much dilution you personally need.  If you have a disease or 
medical condition or are using a prescription medication, it is 
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recommended that prior to using an essential oil you consult 
with a health care professional who has experience with 
essential oils and seek the advice of the prescribing physician or 
a pharmacist about potential interactions between medication 
and essential oils. 

Use 

You can access the power of essential oils in many ways, but the 
most common practices include aromatic diffusion, topical 
application and dietary consumption.   

1. Aromatically – Diffusers, smelled directly from the 
bottle, a drop placed in your hand, hands rubbed 
together and cupped in front of your face, and 
generally smelled when applied topically. 

2. Topically – Essential oils are readily absorbed into the 
bloodstream when applied to the skin.  You will 
experience the benefit of the scent of the oil and the 
effect it has on your skin. 

3. Internally – Essential oils labeled as dietary are 
generally regarded as safe (GRAS).  When using 
GRAS essential oils, first be sure that you understand 
the claims of the company regarding the purity of the 
oil. 

When using oils to support arousal and romantic experiences, 
test the oil ahead of time for skin irritation and the overall feeling 
you get when you smell it.  Quality essential oils smelled directly 
from the bottle are going to be very strong smelling.  Be aware 
that the same scent may illicit an entirely different experience 
when diffused or diluted.  Imagine, the children are having a 
long overdue sleepover at the grandparent’s house and you have 
a night of delight planned.  When things start heating up, you go 
to the list of recommended essential oils, apply to your spouse’s 
inner thigh or start diffusing, and your spouse has a negative 
reaction to the oil.  This can be very disappointing and is 
altogether unnecessary if you have tested the oil ahead of time.  
Trying to sneak an oil onto a spouse you are trying to arouse is 
also not recommended.  Experience this process and its benefits 
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together so you can both take credit for the deeper level of 
intimacy you have created. 

Example 1 – Orange essential oil straight from the bottle may 
bring on the sensation that you have just peeled an orange, and if 
you like oranges, this will be wonderful for you. However, keep 
in mind that not all companies are created equal.  With orange 
essential oil from different companies, one may smell sweet 
(Young Living) while another company’s orange may smell like 
pungent grapefruit.  

Example 2 – Young Living Neroli essential oil smelled straight 
from the bottle is experienced by many as a scent that they don’t 
recognize and is not pleasant to everyone.  When Neroli is 
diffused, most people will immediately have the sense that they 
are wandering around an orange grove just as the blossoms have 
opened. 

Example 3 – Young Living Ylang Ylang, smelled straight from the 
bottle by someone in my therapy office often results in the bottle 
being handed back, with a polite “no thank you.”  The same 
person could enter my office a week later, when I am diffusing 
Ylang Ylang and light up, saying, “What’s that? I love that smell!”  
I have visited the local health food stores and sampled their 
Ylang Ylang, which I love both aromatically and topically from 
Young Living, and capped the bottle up quickly with great 
displeasure at the health food store. 

The sense of smell is so powerful that it has the ability to illicit 
emotions, even before thoughts come to mind, scent has the 
ability to cause us to salivate, lubricate, move toward or away 
from a person or experience, build confidence, increase energy, 
settle negative emotions, enhance positive emotions and more.  If 
you haven’t yet experienced the power of scent, begin this 
process of discovering which essential oils pair best with your 
arousal process and you will be grateful for each tiny drop! 

Oils can be added to massage oil bases and whipped into 
coconut oil.  Work in small batches so you can adapt to your 
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liking.  Oils can also be dropped in bath salts for your tub time 
and in sprays for linens. 

Oils 

Ylang Ylang  

For ages, the petal of the Ylang Ylang flower has been 
known for its aphrodisiac qualities.  The petals of the Ylang Ylang 
flowers were scattered over the bed of newlywed couples on 
their wedding night. When worn by both men and woman prior 
to and during romance, Ylang Ylang tends to bring a sense of 
balance to emotions and increase libido.  Diffuse Ylang Ylang to 
set the mood and build excitement! Applied to the cleavage of 
the woman, this oil can create suspense for her and her spouse.  
Try applying a drop to the nape of the neck, behind the ears, 
lower abdomen and to the inner thighs during all stages of 
lovemaking.  Ylang Ylang can also be blended nicely with 
Orange Essential oil and others based on your own preference 
through experimentation.   

Orange  

Orange is a great choice to start with, as nearly everyone 
enjoys the scent of fresh orange peel.  Remember, quality 
matters.  Orange scent brings about the feeling of happiness.  It 
lifts the spirits, energizes the mind and can bring a person back 
to positive summer memories.  It helps relieve the stress of the 
day and opens us up to pleasure.  Diffuse, apply to inner thighs, 
add it to massage oil, or blend it with some of the other oils listed 
here.  

Rose 

Never expect a low price rose essential oil to be of any 
good quality.  Because each 5 ml bottle requires 22 pounds of 
rose petals, Rose Essential oil is EXPENSIVE!  However, one 5 mil 
bottle can last a very long time, as a little goes a long way! When 
you experience it, you will appreciate that it is worth every 
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penny.  Rose has the floral scent of rose and is known to bring 
about feelings of calm, relaxation and a bit of sedation.  It can 
also be stimulating to the mind and create a sense of well-being.  
Rose is felt by many to act as an aphrodisiac.  It may be diffused 
and applied to the wrist, nape of the neck and other non-
sensitive areas.  

Cypress 

Cypress stimulates blood flow and circulation in the 
body.  It brings a sensation of being in the outdoors and a feeling 
of grounding and security.  Cypress can be applied to the inner 
thighs of both husband and wife and blended with sweeter 
smelling oils like orange and can support the arousal process. 

Idaho Blue Spruce 

Idaho Blue Spruce, as well as Northern Lights Black 
Spruce is a wonderful oil to help the man feel confident and for 
women, to help you feel aroused when you catch the scent on 
your man.  This oil can be diffused with other oils mentioned 
here and it can be applied to inner thighs.  However, as with all 
of your oils, test them beforehand.  The spruce oils can be strong 
both in scent and sensation.   

Sensation 

Sensation is a Young Living blend of Ylang Ylang, 
Rosewood and Jasmine. The scent is very uplifting and opening. 
It has a soft floral aroma and when your spouse smells it, it may 
serve as an invitation for later.  Sensation is also nice when 
applied to the inner thighs, back of your neck, cleavage or other 
desired points. 

Jasmine 

Jasmine is known in India as the “queen of the night” and 
“moonlight of the grove” and has been treasured for centuries as 
a symbol of hope, happiness and love.  It is very uplifting.  
Jasmine blends well with any of the oils listed here and can be 
applied topically and diffused. 
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Neroli 

Neroli is the oil from the orange blossom.  Diffused and 
applied it is spectacular!  Neroli signifies purity and beauty and 
works with the mind, body and spirit to bring things into focus.  
It eases tension and brings about a feeling of innocence and 
vulnerability. 

Sandalwood 

When Sandalwood is diffused or applied, if you close 
your eyes, you could almost imagine yourself on a tropical 
island.  It is known for its calming  effect and aphrodisiac 
qualities. 

Goldenrod 

Goldenrod improves circulation. A little goes a long way. 
Apply to inner thighs or bottoms of feet. 

Shutran 

Many men wear Shutran as cologne.  Shutran is a special 
Young Living blend.  You can also use Shutran Beard Oil and 
Shutran Soap as such a wonderful every day treat!  I suppose this 
one could be called a lady magnet.  Men, your lady will be 
drawn to you and Ladies, your men will be ready to be your 
man!  Shutran can be applied to the forearms, inner thighs and 
back of the neck.  Many women enjoy wearing Shutran as well.   

Clary Sage 

Applying Clary Sage to the inner thighs or below the 
navel helps to increase natural lubrication in women. With 
increased natural lubrication, the experience for both of you will 
be more pleasurable.  You can apply on your forearms, wrists, 
back of neck, inner thighs and below the navel!  

Progressence Plus 
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Progessence Plus was developed by a doctor who 
specializes in women’s hormonal issues.  Progressence Plus can 
help the woman deal with cycles of change and help you feel 
balanced all month.  Apply topically. 

Lady Sclareol 

Lady Sclareol is a Young Living blend created especially 
for woman to enhance the feminine nature and provide a 
relaxing experience when diffused. 

Dragon Time 

Dragon Time is a Young Living blend created for a 
woman’s cycles of moodiness.  Applied over her abdomen and to 
her ankles, it can ease discomforts during her time. 

Mister 

Mister is a Young Living blend created for balancing the 
man’s energy and hormones. 

Disclaimer 

The information and products contained in this writing are not 
meant to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any illness or disease.  
It is meant for educational purposes and to motivate you to make 
your own health care and dietary decisions based upon your 
own research and in partnership with your health care 
provider(s).  Statements have not been evaluated by the Food and 
Drug Administration.  If you are pregnant, nursing, taking 
medication or have a medical condition, consult your physician 
before using these products. 
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Warning 

The information contained in this writing is meant to support and 
encourage a safe, strong and healthy marriage.  It is not a 
directive.  If you ever feel emotionally, physically or financially 
unsafe in your marriage, please seek support from a trusted 
family member, close friend, a professional counselor, pastor or 
medical professional.  Sometimes, well meaning friends and 
even professionals do not understand the characteristics of 
domestic abuse.  If you feel like your concerns are being 
minimized by someone you reach out to, please reach out to 
someone else. 

Both men and women can be victims of domestic violence.  If 
you are in need of help, please seek help, such as, 

The National Domestic Violence Hotline  
1-800-799-7233 | 1-800-787-3224 (TTY) 
https://www.thehotline.org. 
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